The dominant hard photon background in the luminosity counter comes from the be kept below 5% for 7.5 GeV f E, § 25GeV. E, : 25 GeV, a resolution better than 5% can be achieved and that nonlinearities can early photon showers. From a detailed simulation of the H1 detector, one finds that at long water Cherenkov active filter. The later is used to improve the energy resolution of ln the case of H1, the 3 XO long absorber consist of a 2 XO long passive filter and a l XO thick absorber which shields the 7 counters from the soft synchrotron radiation photons. reduced center-0f-mass energy. They provide means to study the longitudinal structure calorimeter. These events can be interpreted as originating from the scattering at the nearly collinearly to the incident electron and is subsequently measured in the luminosity An important class of radiative events are those in which the hard photon is emitted structure functions in the unmeasured region.
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within this angular range The Ev resolution is deteriorated significantly by the 3 XO direction. A sizeable fraction of the initial state hard radiation photons are produced range: vr -0.0005 $ 0 § rr, where 0 is the polar angle with respect to the proton beam the H1 and Zeus luminosity monitors [2] , [3] providing the E, measurement in the angular of hard photons can be identified. The initial state radiation photons can be detected in At HERA, a significant fraction of radiative scattering events associated with the emission 2 Identification of hard QED radiation events function.
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correction becomes small and, to a large extent, independent of the assumed shape of the of the measured hadronic energy flow. If these events are eliminated, the remaining containing unobserved hard initial state radiation photons can be identified on the basis Owing to almost 4vr coverage of the hadronic measurement, a large fraction of events possibilities to control experimentally the size of the hard photon radiative corrections. so far been unexplored. On the other hand, the HERA experiments provide unique upon the assumed shape of the structure functions in the kinematical domain that has At HERA the corrections get larger and more uncertain, as they depend significantly to the measured cross sections prior to extraction of the structure functions.
As a consequence, the corresponding radiative corrections had to be calculated and applied ep -> e + X above process could not be , distinguished from the nonradiative scattering: nonradiative cross section. In the majority of previous deep inelastic experiments, the is large [1] and, especially at small x, can be of the same order of magnitude as the ep -> e + 7 + X At HERA the cross section for radiative scattering :
Ee, in the following way: of the scattered electron energy Ee, the angle He and the energy of the incident electron the photon energy is kinematically limited to ye >1= Ee. The ye can be expressed in terms the radiative elastic scattering background can be monitored by using low ye events where radiative deep inelastic scattering events on an event-by-event basis. However, the size of When the HERA design luminosity is reached, it will be impossible to identify the tive elastic scattering -solid line; the radiative inelastic scattering -full circles.
with a deep inelastic scattering event ofpjmd $ 2GeV at the design luminosity: the radia with limited instantenous luminosity the rate of the artificial coincidence was always below emission of a hard photon from the projectile electron ( Fig. 1) . During the 1992 runs luminosity this rate is larger, than that for a deep inelastic collision associated with the a coincidence is proportional to the instantaneous luminosity. At the nominal HERA initial state radiation process associated with a deep inelastic collision. The rate of such diative elastic scattering process occuring in the same bunch crossing may mimic a hard Random coincidences between the nonradiative deep inelastic scattering and the ra calorimeter and about 1% of the bunch crossings will give rise to 8 GeV.
luminosity, about 5% of bunch crossings will give rise to a 3 GeV of energy in the gamma many orders of magnitude larger than that for deep inelastic scattering. At the nominal ( 6 ) O C R O u t p u t Q? = 4-E€(EO · EO(y€ -yJB)) COSZ 98/Z 1 · 7 EP(Eo " bef]/e _ Z/JB) ' Ee SH12 Ge/2) I 1 t (E0 " E0(ye _ yJB))Ee COS2 He/2 be characterized by the initial state radiation independent variables:
Once the effective electron energy is known, each deep inelastic scattering event can is small ( of the order of photon emission the condition Em, : E, is approximately fulfilled, as the emission angle equivalent to the sum of energy of these photons -E,. For the finite pt initial state with hard unobserved photons emitted collinearly with the incoming electron, Emi, is For the nonradiative (Born) events one expects Em, : 0, whereas for the radiative events Emis Z E0(ye _ yJB) Emi, can be equivalently expressed in terms of ye and yy}; as: describes the interaction of the virtual photon with the hadronic system. Note, that the The yy; and yi are the Jaquet -Blondel [7] and the "true" y respectively. The "true" y energy Ec, the angle GC and from the hadronic momenta ph and the angles 0;,, in the (or the missing energy Em, : E., -EEN) can be calculated from the scattered electron as a reduction in the effective electron beam energy. The effective electron energy ECU
The emission of photons in a direction close to the incident electron can be interpreted in the electronic and hadronic measurement of x and Q2 expected from the electron measurement of 1:,, and [6] leading to a significant difference electron. In these events, the scattered quark energy and its angle are smaller than those identified by means of measuring the hadronic energy flow associated with the scattered Radiative events with hard photons emitted by the incoming electron can also be gravity is determined with a precision better than x 5 mm.
is kept below z 0.05 mrad, and the transverse position of the photon shower center of photons from the two above processes can be exploited if the electron beam divergence E6 = EO -E., be observed. In addition, the difference in the angular distributions of significantly diminished by requiring that no signal in the energy window centered at the elastic radiative photon should be detected. The random coincidence probability is arm of the luminosity system. In its limited energy range an electron associated with An effective event-by-event tag could be made at reduced luminosity using the electron these event classes. OCR Output demonstrated that the method allows for an unambigous assignment of photons into has been developed by G. Levman using the neural network method It has been
The method of classifying photons into a "radiative sample" and a "hadronic sample" from scattered electron could orginate either from radiation or from ¢r" decays. the energy deposited by the scattered electron. Photons which can be separated spacialy emitted in the direction of the scatterd electron and their deposited energy is added to in the main H1 (Zeus) electromagnetic calorimeters. Those photons are predominantly Some of hard photons associated with the deep inelastic scattering can be observed also probability of Born event misclassification can be kept below 0.1 tion photons of energies larger than M 5 GeV are identified with high efiiciency and the are detected up to 175°, events containing not directly observed hard initial state radia tector ability to measure the energy of hadrons over a large angular range. If hadrons The efficiency to identify radiative events is almost uniquely determined by the de separated. Fig. 2 shows clearly that Born and hard initial state radiation events can be efficiently E., = yeEe corresponds to the low Q? hard initial state photon bremsstrahlung events. radiation events with photons collinear to the outgoing electron), whereas the peak at where a significant difference between the reconstructed cve, ye, Q2 and t_he corresponding Using both sets of variables, the initial state radiative events can be tagged as those yes priori unknown, shape of the structure functions in the unmeasured kinematical region OCR Output At HERA the uncertainty in the size of the radiative correction originates from, a where 6RC(.re, ye) is the radiative correction which is known to be large {ll] f12]. range is shown in Fig. 3 , where the leptonic corrections are drawn at fixed Q2 for several rather than from the technical aspects of the matrix element integration. The uncertainty strongly upon the shape of the structure functions. As it is shown in Fig. 4 a substantial OCR Output
As we have already shown in Fig. 3 , the hard photon radiative correction depends radiative contribution at large x is due to the shrinking y and x integration regions.
is thus not accessed and the correction remains small. The decrease of the hard photon line and the p-peak line is smaller than the one shown in Fig. 4a . The region of small Q2 kinematicaly allowed. This is shown in Fig. 4b , where the distance between the s-peak low re the ze (EW) domain shrinks and only soft photons of energies up to 2: yeEe are region because the Q2 : O limit is approached closely by the s-peak line. At low ye and cross section is still large. A sizeable contribution from the t-peak is also expected in this addition, the s-peak line crosses the elastic.;r : 1 line at small Q2, where the elastic low Q2 region where the differential cross section is significantly larger than at ln lower kinematical bound of Ze approaches O and the s-peak line is pushed towards the dependence can be understood qualitatively. ln the region of large ye and small me the Having pointed out the main sources of large radiative corrections, their me and ye is large at small Q2 but dies away rapidly with increasing Q2 comes from elastic electron scattering (the x : 1 line in Fig. 4) where the cross section
Another substantial contribution to the measured differential cross section at (;z:e,ye) quark or proton followed by a subsequent Compton scattering ey -+ ery.
[6] because it can be viewed as resulting from the emission of a quasi real photon from a contribution often called the "t-peak" [14] can be also called the " Compton contribution"
giving rise to a substantial contribution to the measured cross section at (xe,ye). This kernel value K(.re, ye, xr, y), which falls rapidly as the hard photon emission angle increases, This cross section is large in the low Q2 (Q2 --+ 0) region and can outweigh the small contribution to the measured cross section at (me, ye) is the Born differential cross section.
the photon angular distribution. The other factor that determines the magnitude of the these paths of z ,/me/Ee and x ,/me/Ee respectively reflect the peaking behaviour of addition the advantage that the measurement can be performed in parallel to the planned ment, our method is insensitive to the precision of the luminosity measurement. It has in considered as complementary. At the expense of larger uncertainties in the e measure potential R measurement by reducing the beam energies, the proposed method should be ground and EA, miscalibration were found to be of the order of 0.2 in R. Compared to the to 0.25. Systematic shifts due to finite bin size, pT cut, E, resolution, quasi-elastic back 120 Gel"? and 0.6 -l0'3 f r f 2 · 10'2 a statistical accuracy of R ranging from 0.05 Summarizing, the above method yields in the kinematic range 15 Gel/2 f Q2 § Further details have been presented in one can expect the background from misinterpreted Born events to be smaller than l0 %. reconstruction technique (for details see [16] ) one finds that only for energies E., 2 5 GeV the hypothesis of the event being a radiative deep-inelastic event. From studies of this matics as measured in the main detector to verify the photon energy or at least to test At photon energies above 5 Gel/2 , however, it should be possible to use the event kine for accidental coincidences of quasi-elastic ep --> epcy events with deep-inelastic events. ment is the background from quasi-elastic ep --> epey events. There is a high probability As we have discussed in chapter 2, a severe problem that might disturb the R measure statistical errors for ffclt : 200 pb"1 are shown. points for 0.6 ·10`3 § x § 1.2 ·10`3, 15 Gel/2 § Q2 f 30 Gel/2, and pT 2 3GeV. Only 
